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Ţigan, ţigancă, ţigani, ţigance =   Equivalent to the English ‘Gypsy’,        originating from the Greek Atsinganoi 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During the monitoring period, Evenimentul zilei was informed about a letter to the Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi and other Italian governmental representatives composed by civil society activists from Timişoara (town in Western Romania), asking the Italians to stop using the names ‘Roma’ and ‘Romanian’ as synonyms in the media (Petrovici 2009). Two replies follow by “Q” and “diana” who comment on the initiative against and for:    We’ll see 
  from Q, Tuesday, 17 March 2009 ‐ 01:25 
  and the tigani are not Romanian citizen? A group of ‘intellectuals’ commit racial discrimination and 
  even send it written? I know what means racial discrimination but apparently these do not – well, 
  they are intellectuals from Timisoara (…). (Q 2009).  
 
 
  are you Romanian??????? 
  from diana, Wednesday, 18 March 2009 ‐ 18:11 
  Instead of supporting and joining these kinds of initiatives…it is much better to sling mud at them! 
  You should be ashamed…are you even Romanians? It is even worse if you don’t know what it is about 
  and then you think it is the other way round…I talk daily with a family in Italia and things are getting 
  worse every day…they cannot use Romanian language on the streets out of fear of being 
  lynched…people don’t make any difference between those who have worked honestly for years (12 
  years…tax‐payers for the Italian state) and tigani (95 % of the perpetrators are of Roma ethnicity) 
  Inform yourself before posting your stupid and spiteful posts! The honourable Timisoreni [citizens of 
  Timişoara] once more show that their mentality has even changed…We Bucharestians are good in 
  name only, in fact we are only fighting! (diana 2009). 
 
 As “diana’s” comment suggests, life has become difficult for the Romanian migrants in Italy. Accordingly, the Roma are to be blamed by and large for the situation that is “getting worse every day” – not the Italians who attack the Romanians. This notion follows the pattern that even the violent discriminative actions against a given group are justified for a reason like a rape committed by one of the members of the group, even if innocent people have to suffer from false accusations. “diana’s” reply is also a typical counterargument against accusations of racism: if the accuser only had first‐hand experiences of the dealings with the Roma, he or she would understand the aversion, even find it justified. These kinds of comments were often backed with unfortunate stories that happened to the person or someone he or she knows. The following comment by “Vlad” is a reference to a piece of news covering the Commissioner for Human Rights at the Council of Europe, Thomas Hammarberg’s 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dissatisfaction with Italian migration policy and especially the marginalization of the Roma population. If he only had “some ţigani neighbours, “his attitude would change radically”:  
  Of course! 
  from Vlad, Thursday, 16 April 2009 ‐ 18:48 
  Mr. Thomas Hammarberg, the Commissioner for Human Rights should have some tigani neighbours 
  and his attitude would change radically. I remember a few Italians who came to Romania to help 
  immediately after the revolution. All the time they criticized us for the tensed relations that we had 
  with the roma/tigan community… how you prefer. Now, after some years that also the Italians have 
  to live next to them, it seems that they have become silent in criticizing us and it seems that they 
  start to understand why we don’t get along with our “brothers”, the tigani! (Vlad 2009).  This comment may be seen as seeking justification for anti‐tsiganist sentiments and nullifying the accusations of racism as something stated by high‐ranking foreign officers who do not know the real situation – even the Italians “start to understand why we don’t get along with our ‘brothers.’” This also means escaping from responsibility: if the Italians also have problems with the ţigani, the problem must lie somewhere else other than in the Romanians.  After a brief description and some comments of the different aspects related to the name of Romania and her people, the next chapter looks more closely to the comments where the Roma are denied the usage of rom. 
 
 
5.4  “ȚIGANI ARE ȚIGANI, AND ENOUGH OF THIS!” 
 
  Opinion 
  from Adrian Popescu | 12/03/2009 01:46:37 
  Țigani are țigani, and enough of this! Or rather, they are Romanian citizens and as a consequence of 
  this, they are obliged to follow the laws of the country, not those of their own. If they can be 
  integrated into the Romanian society, fine, and if not, we’ll withhold their citizenship and take them 
  to… the Americans! (Adrian Popescu 2009). 
 
 
  Țiganu is a țigan 
  from stan ion | 11/03/2009 21:36:53 
  they are țigani and I’ll identify them as such, even if their people decides to be romi  
  (stan ion 2009). 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 they were tigani... 
  from victor | 13/03/2009 08:23:15 
  ...they are tigani still and tigani they will remain. (victor 2009). 
 
 The name of the group – ethnic, social, political or religious – is a key factor that gathers the affiliated members together: “by being called a name, one is (…) given a certain possibility for social existence” (Butler 1997, 2). However, the name is like a double‐edged sword in that it makes its bearer vulnerable – the name can be also used against its bearer “who is fixed by the name one is called” (ibid.). Belonging to some group allows the members to call themselves with that name, a right which those left outside, lack. For example, a Christian cannot credibly call him or herself a Muslim, without turning to the Islamic faith (in which case he or she would not be a Christian anymore). Furthermore, the sense of belonging together is also founded on a common history and shared notions of boundaries. Those who are left outside, are the ones who are not entitled to carry a given name, they are not allowed to enjoy the advantages brought by a certain name. 
 
 
  18 June 2009, 18:00 
  Sorin 
  The tigani are not European citizens. Many times they have demonstrated that they have nothing in 
  common with the mentality, traditions and culture with any European people. The tigani are 
  exclusively engaged in robbery, begging and parasitism. The tigani are neither Romanian, they are 
  simply tigani. The fact that some of them were born in Romania does not qualify them as Romanians. 
  I also protest strongly against the usage of words “rom” or “rrom” for designating the tigani. These 
  words do nothing but spread and promote the confusion rom‐rrom‐roman. It is an insult that I fight 
  against every time I have an occasion. Romanians and the tigani have nothing in common. 
  (Sorin 2009).  According to “Sorin,” the ţigani are not entitled to carry the designation of Romanian; the confusion is insulting. They do not “qualify” as such, merely having been born in Romania is not enough for being called a Romanian, the Roma are “simply ţigani,” who are “engaged in parasitism” and are certainly “not European citizens.”  As has already been seen, the name issue is complex in the Romanian name dispute: the Roma are not only denied the usage of the designation român (Romanian), as stated by “Sorin” in the abovementioned comment (although they necessarily do not 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want to be called as such) but they should neither be called as rom. According to many commentators, the similarity of the names does not correspond with the real social distance and gives a false impression of relatedness of the two people. This notion gives desirable values for the name of the ethnic Romanian people that the ţigani do not fulfil. As “stan ion” states, even if the Roma did call themselves romi¸ they would still remain ţigani, failing to measure up the standards for being Romanian or someone carrying even a related name. As the other aforementioned comments and the following comment by “radu” suggest, there is no room for discussion about the name usage – if someone is ţigan, he or she will remain one:  
  The tigan remains a tigan 
  from radu | 14/04/2009 11:23:02 
  Is it that they want to hide the fact that tiganii are social misfits? Ever since they came here from the 
  far‐off places of Asia, they have been called tigani, if they don’t like the name, it is their problem! You 
  will never meet a tigan who wouldn’t complain that “he or she is not given or done something.” If 
  they are not grabbing a gun, they are grabbing the property of their neighbours, and the list of these 
  examples continues… One thing is clear: ROM or TIGAN, the tigan remains a tigan. (radu 2009). 
 
 
  Tigan bcs Rom is an invention 
  from Anca |  7/03/2009 09:57:55 
  the name tigan is the traditional one, the historical one, the one from the historical sources of the 
  first documents of the tigani. They who say it is pejorative have bad intentions. In that sense, 
  “German” can be pejorative if you say “**** German.” 
 
  What do you think about the blond tiganca [Gypsie woman] from the soap opera Inima de tiganca 
  [Heart of the Gypsie]? The truth is that tiganii don’t call themselves romi, bcs the word is a recent 
  invention and tiganii don’t have any connection with the names Roma/Romanian and the other 
  derivatives, it is the extremely strident tiganesti NGOs that are financed with our money that mess up 
  with these special new words so that tiganii would be confused with the Romanians, this is the truth. 
 
  These NGOs don’t understand that they are doing a disservice for the good tigani because they raise 
  hatred of the Romanians through this specially created confusion 
 
  If they don’t want to be called tigani, they can be called as well Gitani, Sinti or other alternatives that 
  do not cause confusion. 
 
  For the future atmosphere in amity and peace between the Romanians and tigani, they should 
  renounce to be manipulated by these NGOs, they should renounce the name Rom. (Anca 2009). 
 
 Romanians or Moldovans (the mother tongue of most of the citizens of the Republic of Moldova is Romanian, also called as Moldovan) usually refer to the Roma as ţigani, whether the context was negative, neutral or positive. Hence, for many it appears 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artificial to call the Roma anything else as, according to “Anca:” “the name ţigan is the traditional one.” The rom designation may be seen as a transparent attempt to cloak the problems in a politically correct form, as suggested by “radu.” Thereby, considering the large number of replies regarding the designation of the Roma, it seems that it is easier to fight over the name than to puzzle over the ultimate cause of the problems relating to the Roma, as if a problem ceases to exist if it is called something else. This can be seen as one example of the prevailing culture of political correctness, which attempts to minimize the insulting effects of discussion on certain vulnerable groups that are considered to be often discriminated against or prone to be discriminated against. This often criticized phenomenon, turned the Black People into African Americans, Indians into Native Americans and the blind into visually challenged people.   Moreover, political correctness may be seen as an argument for the key notion of discourse analysis (see Chapter 3.8) that words bring about changes in the world – by calling a problem another name people try to modify the world and expect the problem to dissolve. Also politically correct appellations are thought to spread a respectful attitude towards the people in question, whereas hate speech is thought to function the other way round: the more people are exposed to hateful messages, the more they are bound to hate. This functions also as an argument for banning hate speech and using politically correct forms. Thus, allowing people to write their violent fantasies on the Internet, shows that it is normal, harmless and generally accepted. As a consequence, according to the particular view of freedom of speech or banning hateful speech, this can either lead to saturation or action.  Nevertheless, “pintea” questions the politically correct approach and claims that the change of the designation does not solve the problem but “drastic measures should be taken towards them” following the Americans’ model with the Indians and the Black people. “ray” does not consider there to be a big difference between the Romanians and the Roma and “Iesean” claims that the situation would be similar if the Romanians started to call themselves Frankish people (a West Germanic tribe) who gave their 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name to the French people. “nic,” following “Iesean” claims that it is the Romanians who have adapted to ţigan life style, having become “already tigani:”  
what does it help? 
from pintea | 21/03/2009 08:14:56 
I don’t see how it would change the severe situation where we find ourselves, to change the title 
from rrom to the țigan. It’s true that they are also of the opinion that they should be called țigani but 
it doesn’t solve the serious problem that we have with them, it should be taken drastic measures 
towards them, like those that the Americans took towards the Indians and the Blacks, they have to be 
integrated to the society with one way or another but they also have to want it themselves and they 
have to give also their fullest contribution, the rich ones among them are not interested in helping 
their fellow‐men and those who have influence over them don’t tell the truth frankly but they tell 
them what they want to hear. (pintea 2009). 
 
 
RROMANIA BRAVO !! 
from ray | 12/03/2009 20:10:04 
I agree with and support the campaign that you have launched but let me add an ‘R’ in romania 
‘RROMANIA’ 
I left rromania 20 years ago and 80 per cent of the rromani commit more crimes than rromi 
starting from the president till the last poor you are all RROMANI !!! 
SO THAT I DON’T GET WHY WOULD YOU CHANGE THEIR DESIGNATION. 
RROMI,TIGANI,ROMANI 
SAME **** !! 
C EST LA MEME CHOSE !! (ray 2009). 
 
 
Let them be Roma if I can be French or American or 
from Iesean |  9/03/2009 17:40:09 
Why do we try to change the name of the Tigan ethnic group from Romi to Tigani. Let us rather 
change the name of the Romanian ethnic group from Romanians to Franks. Why would it make the 
French angry? It would be discriminatory to get angry. After that we emigrate to Great Britain and in 
the employment we’ll say: “I’m a Frank.” Like this the problem gets solved. Now, turning to more 
serious things, we Romanians could call ourselves Dacians or Getae, or some combination of the two 
names without problem. But even if Romania would change her name to Dacia and the Romanian 
people to Dacians, the tiganii would call themselves Dacicians, because, my dears, this question of 
the name Rom is most intentional and dates back to the Byzantine Empire (which was officially called 
the Roman Empire, being the direct successor of the Roman state ‐ ‐ in parentheses let’s say that the 
Greeks of today are also called Romans as their name is found in Greco‐Roman, the successor of the 
Byzantine Empire). At the end of the Byzantine Empire, the Tigani, who in their language were called 
Dom or Lom, and what is their NAME STILL in the Central Asia or India, started to call themselves 
“Rom” in order to be affiliated straight with the Byzantines (“Romani”). And this leeching has 
continued till our days. (Iesean 2009). 
 
 
the tigani!!! 
from nic, Thursday, 16 April 2009 ‐ 15:22 
what is all this that I hear and read about the integration of the tigani!!!!????? we’ll see about 
that!!!! Maybe it is vice versa!!!! we and the whole Europe have to integrate, that is!!! We are almost 
integrated 1. We listen to manele [typical Gypsy music], we are mad about it!!!! 2. We swear and 
speak ugly everywhere and in every way, just like the tigani!!!! 3. We steal like them and probably 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even more. therefore We Romanians are already tigani. I propose Romania to be called TIGANIA!!!!!  
thay and their integration!!! and they and their country destroyed by people worth of two rats (the 
national currency) (nic 2009). 
 
 “Anca” (see page 78) demands responsibility also from the Roma: they should stop calling themselves Roma if they want to live “in amity and peace” with the Romanians. Accordingly, if hatred exists against the Roma, it is their own fault, if they use a name that the Romanians do accept. This is a common notion in Romania if the Romanians are accused of being discriminatory against the Roma – if  only they would act in a different way, people would accept them. When it comes to serious hate speech with violent fantasies, like “Dolfi’s” soap comment in the beginning of Section 4, the victims of violence are thought to deserve all the horrors that are inflicted on them. Hence, the Roma are widely thought to be themselves responsible for their poor situation and the discrimination they face. “Alecu” gives the following advice (“use water and soap”) for the Roma, should they want to avoid “a fate worse than that of the Jews:”  
for the good of the tigani 
de alecu | 10/03/2009 00:27:37 
O tigan! integrate into the society, go to the school, work, do not steal anymore, do not rob anymore, 
do not consume excessively social benefits from the state budget, do not beg anymore, 
do not be evil‐intentioned anymore, use water and soap, and the most important, do not reproduce 
yourself excessively because otherwise in ten years there will appear fascist parties in Europe, and in 
15 years they will win the elections and you will get a fate worse than that of the Jews. (alecu 2009). 
 
 Without looking deeply into the psychology of aversion, “Anca’s” comment may be an attempt to deny that he or she would normally have any illogical distrust or contempt towards the Roma. That is to say that racism and discrimination are certainly negative characteristics that people do not easily admit to having, it is more acceptable to be critical of something than to be against something or someone. Only a few people in Romania would say they dislike the Roma because they look different or they belong to a different ethnic group than the ethnic Romanians, but they are disliked because they are claimed to be lazy and criminal, harmful to society. Furthermore, many people state that they have Roma friends, acquaintances and colleagues, which also acts as a counterargument to the accusations of racism and discrimination. Like 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“Anca” and “C.C” write, many acknowledge that there are also good ţigani. But “who are the RROMI?”: 
 
Rromi? 
from C.C, Friday, 13 February 2009 ‐ 10.11 
There are bad and good tigani, many of them are hard working, talented, attractive even …… but they 
don’t hide their name TIGAN (they deserve to be even proud of it !) Instead, who are the RROMI ??? 
(C.C 2009). 
 
 It is also worth mentioning that in almost all the messages the name issue was treated only from the ethnic Romanians’ perspective; how calling the Roma rom is disadvantageous for the Romanians and therefore the Romanians should stop calling them rom but also the Roma should abstain from using the confusing appellation – the country and her name are considered to belong to the Romanians and thus they also have the right to regulate the usage of her name.  There were only a few comments where the commentator referred to the fact that 
rom is the name of the people in Romani language and no comments stating that the Roma should have the right to use a name of their choice. However, there were some comments that were allegedly written by members of the Roma community who defended the Roma and questioned the campaign. Below are the comments of alleged Roma commentators “ioio” and “Tiganca mandra” and the debate of “nini” and “Barabas‐Savu Stelica:”  
disappointment 
from ioio | 24/03/2009 18:58:08 
I, a rroma student together with hundreds of rromi collegues and others, we feel profoundly insulted 
by this campaign conducted by “the real intellectuals.” I also have a question: how many rromi 
collegues, reporters are there in the editorial office of this newspaper? Certainly there are very many 
of them but it seems that they don’t have any dignity. (ioio 2009). 
 
 
Thank you editors 
from Tiganca mandra [‘Proud Gypsy woman’]|  5/03/2009 16:03:17 
As a tiganca [Gypsy woman] I would like to thank the Jurnalul for all it has done to me. Not only 
because in the course of time it has promoted the value of our Gypsy music, like Maria Tanase 
[Romanian singer] and Clejani [a community famous for its Roma musicians], but also because it tries 
with all its might to place us in the universal and Romanian history. It shows us how we are in fact: 
slaves, subsistence‐level‐people, in every way inferior to the Romanians, who stand out because of 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their hard work, high‐mindedness and especially GOOD WILL. I would like to suggest the Editors to 
insist the authorities to grant us also the RIGHT to carry a nametag of a TIGAN, because sometimes 
the tigani are very difficult to distinct anthropologically from the Romanians (at least when they shut 
off the water from the Romanians in a block). I thank you and will never forget what you do to us. 
(Tiganca mandra 2009). 
 
 
nothings 
from nini | 21/03/2009 16:36:35 
it’s a shame but we can anyway say that great majority of them are not HUMANS. They haven’t 
worked, they don’t work and they’ll never work because according to their lies and sayings: “as long 
as there are Romanians, they won’t die out of hunger”. Saying this, think twice when you’re giving 
them doles, many times they are better‐off than we are despite the laziness and begging that runs in 
their blood, and I tell you, it’s certainly not ROMANIAN [or ROMAN] blood!!! (nini 2009). 
 
 
right to the answer 
from Barabas‐Savu Stelica | 21/03/2009 22:45:33 
NINI – probably you live in another world, but you wouldn’t need to generalize that all the rromi 
don’t work and are not educated, there are rromi that work HARD and are EDUCATED, and I am one 
of them. In comparison I know many Romanians that are corrupted and uneducated (…). (Barabas‐
Savu Stelica 2009). 
 
 Both in the anti‐ and pro‐Roma comments it is notable that the ethnic Romanians and the Roma were evaluated in relation to one another. According to the commentators, the Roma appear criminal, dirty and uneducated when contrasted to the civilized Romanians, but as “Barabas‐Savu Stelica” claims, there are also “corrupted and uneducated” Romanians, which narrows the gap. This is proposed to refute the anti‐tsiganist arguments: how could one people condemn another, if its own members do not behave in an exemplary way? “ray” comments (see page 80) the question that as the Romanians and the Roma are all the “same ****,” he does not “get why they should change the designation.”  
 
5.5  CONCLUSIONS  This chapter has looked at a central issue for the commentators on Romanian Internet forums, the name of the country and her people and the right of the Roma to use a coincidentally similar name for their people. As the numerous messages have shown, the commentators feel betrayed and frustrated due to the resemblance – being 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confused with a Roma is considered a great disadvantage and at least the situation for the “honest and hardworking Romanians” could get better if the designation was changed officially from rom to ţigan.  However, there were also a large number of more extreme solutions to the “Gypsy problem” that ranged from references to torturous killing to forced deportation to India, the country where the Roma left from a thousand years ago. The next Section will discuss the ways in which the “Gypsy problem” was treated at a physical level. 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6 “THE FINAL SOLUTION” 
 
 
6.1  INTRODUCTION 
 As the cited comments have shown so far, the Roma were widely discussed as a problem on the three newspapers’ Internet forums. In addition to complaining about the criminality and other negative features that are associated with the Roma, many commentators were eager to suggest solutions to the problem, “final solutions.” Whereas the previous section treated the attempts to cope with the confusion by changing the official designation from rom to ţigan, this section discusses more drastic measures that were planned for the Roma, handling the issue as one with implications for the physical reality, either by exterminating the Roma or transferring them to another location.  However brutal the comments may sound, it is worth remembering that the messages are copied from Internet forums where the hateful writing knows no limits. It is impossible to tell whether the comments represent someone’s real opinions or who is actually behind the messages, and what intentions they really have. However, these messages are not less “true” than information based on, say, interviews, but the difference is in relation to the reality. Coming back to Manuel Castells’s notions on computer‐mediated communication, in all communication “symbols are somewhat displaced in relation to their assigned semantic meaning” (Castells 2009, 404). True or false opinions, in any case someone has taken the effort to write the following comments: 
 
28 June 2009, 21:22 
Mortea tiganilor! [‘Death to the Tigani’] 
Death to the Tigani. Period. (Mortea tiganilor 2009). 
 
 
from me 
from algebratoru', Tuesday, 6 January 2009 ‐ 22:50 
for the tigani the only solution NAPALM (algebratoru' 2009). 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from bla, Thursday, 12 February 2009 ‐ 21:14 
I would castrate them all, a long‐term solution (bla 2009). 
 
 Rather than further wondering who actually wrote the comments, the emphasis is laid on the forms of violence suggested, following Christopher C. Taylor’s notion on Rwandan genocide: “(M)uch of the violence (...) followed a cultural patterning, a structured and structuring logic” (Taylor 2002, 139).  Instead of, for instance impalement – ritualized form of violence in Rwanda (ibid., 166) – for the Roma other methods were suggested like gassing, this follows the prevalent Holocaust discourse especially in the countries ravaged by World War II.  Although widely used, violence as a concept is problematic: after having listed the possible usages of the concept from “everyday violence” to “structural violence,” Nancy Scheper‐Hughes and Philippe Bourgois conclude that violence “can be everything and nothing” – it cannot be exhaustively defined (2004, 2). Statute books may have extensive categorization for infringements on bodily integrity at the interpersonal level but they fail to address the more complex relations of cause and effect, for example, health injuries caused by pollution seen as violence, even if the outcome of a murder and long‐term exposure to a toxic environment are the same. Nonetheless, as political theorist Hannah Arendt summarizes, most theories of violence associate violence with power, either as its culmination or its negation as the last resort (Arendt 2004, 237–243). Regarding this viewpoint, the comments cited here may represent people’s fantasy of omnipotence as the ability to solve the “Gypsy problem” or lack of power and inability to cope with the situation in any other way than fantasizing the extermination of the Roma.  Hence, many commentators considered the Roma situation as so difficult that they saw the only solution is to get rid of the Roma for good. As all the other means; attempts at educating and employment had been exhausted, there remains “the final solution” as the last resort. For some, this meant deporting the Roma to their “native land” India or some other distant and isolated location while the others suggested 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extermination of the whole population. This can also be called genocide, which according to Raphaël Lemkin, a Polish jurist and the father of the concept, means “the destruction of a nation or of an ethnic group” (Lemkin 2002, 27). The following messages by “Mihaita” and “gica” are rather typical examples of the annihilation fantasies directed against the Roma: 
 
BACK TO PUNJAB 
from Mihaita, Sunday, 8 February 2009 ‐ 11:07 
the national top of Romania, Cozma [famous Romanian handball player] was stabbed to death by a 
tigan...this nation should be isolated…the world would be much happier without this ethnic group. 
(Mihaita 2009). 
 
 
why not also sterilization or gassing 
from gica, Thursday, 1 January 2009 ‐ 17:38 
the title tells everything. (gica 2009). 
 
 Like “gica’s” comment, many messages referred to genocidal purges reminiscent of the Holocaust with implications to forced sterilization, gas chambers and “Gypsy soap.” As the Roma indeed were subjected to the Nazi ideology of racial purity during World War II with notorious results, a question is in order, why some people desire the “Never Again” to happen again. Nancy Scheper‐Hughes explains genocidal aspirations by trying to deal with a “chronic ‘state of emergency”’ where the existence of the undesirable continuously prevents the fulfilment of clean and orderly utopia (Scheper‐Hughes 2002, 369) – the further the utopia looms, the harder and more violent measures are suggested to attain it. As there were also many comments, like that of “Mihaita’s” reference to the Indian origins of the Roma, the ideas of deporting the whole Roma people are treated in a separate chapter. Furthermore, although this study does not aim at comparing the newspapers or their commentators, it is worth mentioning that there were no killing fantasies on Jurnalul Naţional forums, which is likely due to the stricter censorship policy of the newspaper. 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6.2  “THE FINAL SOLUTION” 
 Most of the comments referring to deporting or actually killing the Roma were replies to articles that covered negative news of the Roma, like criminality and ethnic clashes abroad. For instance, Adevărul informed on the 14th of June about an incident where a young man had been stabbed to death by a Roma, which raised exceptionally strong aversion against the whole community. As Adevărul or Evenimentul zilei  did not have a working censorship policy, the comments on their Internet forums suggested direct violence and murder of the Roma: 
 
14 June 2009, 10:07 
judecatorul dred [judge dredd] 
this tigan [the stabber] deserves to die by a lethal injection, still one proof that the capital 
punishment would be welcome in Romania. (judecatorul dred 2009). 
 
 
14 June 2009, 15:06 
adolf 
to soap!  
to soap with all these ugly and dirty tigani! (adolf 2009). 
 
 
The best rrom!! 
from nessum, Thursday, 16 April 2009 ‐ 15:23 
Is the best soap! 
abbreviated as  BUG! 
I know it sounds mean but that’s the truth! 
speaking about a sub‐race that doesn’t want to renounce primitivism.  
(nessum 2009). 
 
 As a punishment for the perpetrator, “judecatorul dred” would reintroduce the capital punishment to Romania and use “a lethal injection,” a method used for execution in the United States. Referring to the popular comics, Romanian society seems to appear as a sinister dystopia without the rule of law, where ruthless law‐enforcers like Judge Dredd are needed to bring order by executing the bad and the criminal. If the Antena 3 survey is to believe, this is indeed a common wish in Romania: accordingly, 91 % of the Romanians would vote for death sentence if there was a referendum about the subject (Antena 3 2010). This rather stunning result may indicate a wide‐ranging 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feeling of insecurity that is tackled by toughening up the penalties, inviting Judge Dredd to take care of the villains.  As a more extreme way, “adolf” would make soap out of the “ugly and dirty ţigani,” reminiscent of the comment by “Dolfi” mentioned in the beginning of Section 4.  It is somewhat striking that even several commentators (although not necessarily more than one person) suggested making soap out of the Roma, even if this method of denigrating the deceased and abusing his or her body has most likely never existed, at least on a major scale. During the World War II, there had been a shortage of soap in Nazi‐Germany and people from the ghettos were rumouring that “(T)he green soap that had been so plentiful and had smelled so unpleasantly (...) had been processed from the bodies of cremated Jews!” An influential Holocaust Memorial Center Yad Vashem even made an official announcement that the question of “Jew soap” was indeed a rumour. (Waxman 2006, 168). However, the belief has lived on tenaciously, and can be still read in the anti‐tsiganist comments; it is likely that the commentators on Romanian Internet forums suggest this method of extermination due to the widespread rumour from the World War II ghettos.  As the messages reveal, the hate discourse against the Roma leans strongly on the idea that the Roma are “dirty” and “filthy,” as opposed to the Romanians who are seen as “pure” and “clean,” a notion that the comparison picture of the two families by Noua 
Dreaptă (see page 71) aptly concretizes. Referring to President Băsescu’s inconsiderate comment (see Introduction), also he referred to the Roma journalist as ‘împuţită,’ ‘stinking’ and ‘dirty.’ In the situation where the President was pressed by the Roma journalist Andrea Pană, his comment appeared hasty and the first attribute that he came up with was împuţită. Although the President’s comment or the messages on the Internet boards cannot be considered representative of the “general opinion” in Romania, the idea that the Roma are “dirty,” is widespread, even if the concept is very ambiguous when it comes to real people: What is meant by this dirtiness? 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In Purity and Danger (2005 [1966]) British anthropologist Mary Douglas evolves her famous analysis on dirt and dirtiness: “(D)irt is the by‐product of systematic ordering and classification of matter, in so far as ordering involves inappropriate elements” (Douglas 2005, 44). Even if Douglas does not refer to categories of racial purity or interpersonal hierarchies, her notions can be superimposed on the Internet forum categorization of the Roma as “dirty” and “stinking,” “inappropriate elements” in the system that must be eliminated. In this sense, the dirtiness is an anomaly from the utopian state of affairs. Although “alecu” suggests that the Roma should use “water and soap” (see page 81), the Roma “dirtiness” can be considered more generally as an aberration of the system, a group of people that are not considered to belong to Romania. Hence, Romania as the last remnant of Roman Empire, “the country with amazing beauty” represents an orderly system that is unbalanced by the undesired. The Romania of Nadja Comăneci or George Enescu exists only on level of fantasy and the Roma are seen as something that ruins the picture. 
 
the tigani, a cancer of the humankind? 
from ADDI | 21/03/2009 11:12:23 
before anybody does anything for them, it’s obligatory that they themselves enter other people’s 
world. How do you civilize them if they take the attempts as insults? I haven’t heard about tigani 
organizations that would have helping activities for the tigani (and money, Good God Almighty), 
teach them to read and write etc. (ADDI 2009). 
 
  “ADDI’s” reference to the Roma as the “cancer of the humankind?” follows the notion that the Roma are something alien to Romania, this time symbolized within the frame of the body. After all, cancer is often a deadly disease where the cells display excessive growth eating away the system though originating from within the body. Depending on the severity of the disease, the growth is removed by surgical operation, strong cytocides, radiation therapy or a combination of the three.  On the level of society, this medical metaphor of the “Gypsy problem” indicates that the Roma are a huge drain on  society’s resources, devouring them from within by overloading social welfare and engaging in criminal activity, without producing any positive value. Also, treating a group of people as cancer implies that “the humankind” is ill and in order for it to become healthy again, the cause of the illness needs to be eradicated. 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American historian of science Robert Proctor discusses in The Nazi War on Cancer (2000) that the biological metaphor of cancer was already widely used for the Jews as a discourse justifying the Holocaust. Proctor mentions that the Nazi speech related to murdering of Jews, Roma, homosexuals and others was emphatically eloquent and referred to the horrific deeds as “disinfection” (Desinfektion), “putting to sleep” (Einschläferung), “cleansing” (Reinigung) or “selection” (Selektion), among other code words (Proctor 2002, 45–46). On the Nazi health care sector cancer became an object of vigorous campaigning that had its analogy on the wider framework of the society where the subjects of “health and hygiene campaigning” were the Jews. “Tumors as Jews, Jews as tumors” was the discourse showing how society was biologized, the cancer and the Jews representing everything that was out of order in the human body or Nazi Germany (ibid., 8). Although not necessarily derived straight from the Nazi vocabulary, the way the Roma were referred to as “parasites” or “cancer” does resemble the Nazi anti‐Jew campaigning, suggesting that the counter‐measures can be called cleansing or healing, actions that are generally perceived positively. 
 
 
15 June 2009, 07:53 
Scabia [scabies] 
Food to the fishes...   
...because I don’t wash myself with black soap! ! ! (Scabia 2009). 
 
 
  the romi can take the world out of the crisis 
  from Antonescu , Tuesday, 6 January 2009 ‐ 15:24 
  why to integrate them into their [the French] society if you couldn’t do it ! I have a better 
  alternative… let’s gather them and take them to the zoos of the world and throw them to the tigers 
  and lions… although I wouldn’t be surprised if they couldn’t be fed like that as they are so dirty and 
  unwashed …ughh….. (Antonescu 2009).  Coming back to the soap discussion, “Scabia” is aware of the inconsistence of “adolf’s” proposal to make soap out of the Roma: how could an impure group of people be transformed into something that is used for hygiene and cleaning purposes? Hence, instead of making “black soap,” “Scabia” would feed the Roma to the fishes. Commenting an article regarding the Romanian Roma in France, “Antonescu” suggests a similar alternative to the problem, feeding the Roma to tigers and lions although he or she is not sure whether the animals would eat the “dirty and unwashed” Roma. 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These messages hit rock bottom being beyond the pale – writing that someone is not good enough even to make soap of or to be fed to animals is one of the most gross insults one can imagine, which on the other hand demonstrates how the Roma situation and its solutions incite people’s imagination. These examples also show that the violence suggested for the Roma was not always derived from some widely existing or known way of execution. However, for many commentators writing  obscenities on the Internet may be the most convenient way of channelling one’s resentment and frustration. Acting anonymously it is easy to put into words thoughts and fantasies that in other contexts could be too savage to be uttered – it is hard to believe that anybody would propose similar methods of tackling the “Gypsy problem” to an interviewer. 
 
 
solution to crimes, rapes, thefts and robberies 
from bogdanescu, Friday, 13 February 2009 ‐ 10:29 
No execution, no fines nor prison. All these variants cost and are against the law, even if they are 
wished by part of the population. Solution is simple: work. Those who are guilty should be put to 
work from 4 in the morning till 24 with 3 eating breaks of 15 minutes. Work disciplines 
extraordinarily, brings money to the society and, maybe, reintegrates the condemned.  
(bogdanescu 2009).  In most extermination comments, simply executing the Roma is not considered sufficient: they are often transformed into a product (like soap) or labour. For instance, in the above message, “bogdanescu” objects the physically violent ways to exterminate the Roma, as they are costly and “against the law” and suggests hard work, which would probably even function as a “reintegrative” method. In addition to concentration camps, penal servitude connotes to Russian gulags (‘labour camps’) and the camps where the Romanian Roma were deported during the Porrajmos (see Chapter 2.4). The outcome of extremely hard work would probably be the same as with the other methods of execution but the exhaustion may sound less cruel. 
 
 
Final Solution 
from Andrei Roman, Saturday, 14 February 2009 ‐ 05:12 
FINAL SOLUTION remains for the tigan problem. Only a unified European effort on conditions of 
success of the extreme right can put an end to this problem. On the national level all the forces of the 
extreme right or a military regime imposing a condition of war could eradicate the problem. Special 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extreme measures should be imposed: urgent construction of isolated labour camps in Campia 
Baraganului [Câmpia Bărăganului is a plain in Southern Romania] for the future arrested tigani, 
isolation of the Tigan quartiers in the Capital and big towns by the army and civil guards. Gathering all 
the tigani (including the rural zones) and transporting them to labour camps. Forced labour in 
highway construction supervised by military regime combined with mass sterilization of the tigani 
can guarantee within a generation’s time their physical disappearance. (Andrei Roman 2009).  “Andrei Roman’s” “FINAL SOLUTION” is a somewhat more detailed version of “bogdanescu’s” plan. First of all, the title of the message implies to the World War II Nazi policy of tackling the “Jewish problem;” according to Hitler, the policy aimed systematically at “the destruction of the Jewish race in Europe” (Browning 2007, 11). Furthermore, the commentator suggests explicitly that it is the extreme right forces or the military that should be responsible for carrying out the plans: establishing the camps and performing “mass sterilizations” until the “physical disappearance” of the Roma.   The reference to the extreme right wing conjures up the paramilitary ultra‐nationalistic anti‐tsiganist and anti‐gay brigades like Magyar Gárda (‘Hungarian Guard’) in Hungary and Noua Dreaptă in Romania that have during the last decade become influential political factors. Although without legal authorization, these uniformed national militia brigades fight against “Hungarian spiritual and physical emasculation” (magyarság szellemi és fizikai gyengítése) (Magyar Gárda 2007) and for “creating a new man” (crearea unui om nou) (Noua Dreaptă 2010), reproducing the national romantic ideas of a fantasy nation with strict provisions for the quality of its members. Ironically enough, the more rigid are the standards for an ideal and “clean” citizen (healthy, heterosexual, member of the majority ethnic, linguistic and religious group), the more there are people who are considered excessive and “dirty,” “inappropriate elements.” Postulating that Romania (or Hungary or any country) will never become void of the undesired groups (whatever they are, whenever), these ultra‐nationalistic brigades and Internet forum shouters are in a constant war that they cannot win. 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As the comments in this chapter show, many comments referred to the Holocaust where according to estimates from 250 000 to 500 000 Roma were systematically killed (Achim 2004: 181). The horrors of World War II triggered widespread contemplation on the evil within humanity, resulting in numerous studies and literary novels, like Viktor Frankl’s Man's Search for Meaning (1946) or Imre Kertész’s Nobel‐laureate Fateless (1975). Due to the numerous literary works and the on‐going discourse on the Holocaust, the forms of violence employed by the Nazis have become an emblem of mass violence, out of all the world’s mass exterminations the Holocaust stands out due to its industrial and highly planned nature. However, for many the Holocaust represents the standard model for mass extermination and if there is a need to get rid of the undesirable, the model for this already exists in the common memory and rich literature on the subject. However, eradicating the Roma physically is not the only way to get rid of them. For many commentators, a sufficient solution would be segregating the Roma from the general population or taking them to some far‐away place, “Back to Punjab.”  
 
 
6.3  “BACK TO PUNJAB” 
 As already covered in Section 2, the Roma have verifiable roots in India, from where they started to move westwards presumably some thousand years ago, arriving to today’s Romania in the 14th Century. Since then, the Roma have been subjected to hardships like slavery, attempts to absorb them within the majority, ethnic purges and widespread discrimination. As these attempts have not worked as desired, some commentators suggested removing the whole population from Romania either to an isolated enclave or to India, “their country of origin.” The following comments by “Baciu Ion,” “Anton Escu” and “Lucian” represent the most obscene of these type of comments: 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14 June 2009, 19:18 
Baciu Ion 
D1E T16AN3 !!!  
D1E T16AN3 !!! D1E T16AN3 !!! D1E T16AN3 !!!  
T0 INDIA WITH YOU FU.CK YOU YOU FILT.HY AND PATHETIC, THE MOST FILTHY THERE IS ON THE 
WORLD, THE MOST SHAMELESS AND CRAPPY, I KNOW WHAT I’M SAYING, I HAVE TRAVELLED A LOT, 
EVEN THE NIGGERS IN AFRICA ARE NOT AS SHAMELESS AS YOU (Baciu Ion 2009). 
 
 
Vlahians and moldovans... 
from Anton Escu, Wednesday, 29 April 2009 ‐ 01:39 
Well dirty [‘imputit’] tigan, march back to your filthy India and leave the civilized world breath 
without your stink. Wherever you go, you cause only problems. You are worse than animals. It’s a 
pity that they who work have to spend money for your dirty brats to get kindergartens where they 
teach to steal/rape, because otherwise you wouldn’t manage. A Lupi Gus tigane! [‘alupigus’ is ‘sugi 
pula!,’ a vulgar order to perform fellatio the other way round; tigane is a plural feminine form for 
tigan] (Anton Escu 2009). 
 
 
They should live in their own world 
from Lucian, Tuesday, 6 January 2009 ‐ 16:14 
Rromi should be taken to Sahara to live in a madhouse if they are not ready to integrate (Lucian 
2009). 
 
 The comment by “Baciu Ion” is an example of the so‐called shouting on the on‐line forums. Writing in all capitals is used for emphasizing the expression of the message, although according to netiquette7, this is not considered “acceptable online behaviour.” The content of the comment is in line with shouting: “Baciu Ion” insults the Roma, wishes death to them and uses swear words, possibly trying to avoid censorship by replacing some letters with numbers.  He or she would also take the Roma to India, and all this is done with an authority of a person who has “travelled a lot.” “Anton Escu” does not pull his or her punches either: the road to the “filthy India” is paved with gross references to criminality, “stinking” and “dirtiness” of the Roma. “Lucian” for one would take the Roma to Sahara and let them live in a “madhouse.” 
   
 
  The Tiganistan 
from eldorado, Friday, 13 February 2009 ‐ 11:46 
@ European Brothers, for 700 years we have had a common problem, the TIGANI, irrespective of 
how we call them. Even if during entire centuries we haven’t been able to get rid of them, 
(inquisition, religious wars, pogroms, fascism...haven’t changed the world) the modern Europe should                                                         7 ”Netiquette (net + etiquette) can be defined as the informal guidelines developed by the users of the Internet for acceptable online behavior” (Kayany 2004, 274). 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take the problem seriously. They are european citizens, fine, let’s create them a territory of 70 000 
km2 ceding to them the territory, where they would only be among themselves, we would help them 
to make a proper administration, modern schools with no tigan education, they would create a 
proper elite with european views, they wouldn’t cover for one another like some charlatans etc. For 
some 30 years passport would be obligatory, until the generation of rogues would have cleaned 
themselves. Europe has funds for sustaining a such project, with help they would create industry, 
economic activity, proper diversity etc. Maybe this would do. The tigani who don’t claim to belong to 
the ethnic group, would lose their minority rights in different countries and should assimilate. Maybe 
it would work? (eldorado 2009).  “eldorado’s” plan is somewhat more detailed and shows some reasoning of the question. He or she would give the Roma some land where they could evolve their own state, Ţiganistan with economic structure and industry and get help for this from the Europeans. In “some 30 years (...) the generation of rogues” would perish and the 
ţigani would be “clean.” Although this message shows some signs of good will in combating the “Gypsy problem,” the Roma are still addressed as a problem that have to be got rid of as the co‐existence is not possible. In one condition the ţigani could stay, if they renounce their ethnicity and accept to assimilate with the majority, losing their minority rights.  Although the fantasies of taking the Roma to India or founding an own state for them sound highly utopian, the world history knows many examples where groups of people were transferred to another location: in Soviet Union millions of people were resettled to prevent national upsurges and to create a single Soviet people, in the division of India and Pakistan upon independence from the British Empire “nearly 10 million people migrated to either side of the Indo‐Pakistan border and nearly 2 million lost their lives” (Krishan 2002, iv) and in the modern Israel almost the whole of  the Jewish population are migrants or their offspring.  In addition to the existing models of mass deportations, the wishes to deport the Roma to India may reflect the anti‐tsiganist discourse of the far‐right movements, in particular that of the National Party (Národní strana) in Czech Republic. The chairwoman of the Party Petra Edelmannová wrote in 2008 a political pamphlet The 
Final Solution to the Gypsy Issue in the Czech Lands where she suggested forced 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“repatriation” of the Roma to India, and again in 2009 the Party aired a television commercial suggesting a “final solution” for the Roma (Hall 2009). Although condemned on the international level, in many countries in the former Soviet Bloc, far‐right parties ride on anti‐tsiganist sentiments: for instance in 2010 parliamentary elections anti‐tsiganist and radically nationalistic Jobbik – The Movement for a Better Hungary (Jobbik Magyarországért Mozgalom) got almost 17 % of the votes in the Hungarian Parliament. In Romania, the Greater Romania Party (Partidul România 
Mare) was successful in 2000 and 2004 elections but failed to get any seats in 2008. Also, it is conspicuous that in many of these countries the political pattern follows the same model: in addition to a somewhat vigorous far‐right party, there are affiliated national militias like Magyar Gárda in Hungary and Noua Dreaptă in Romania who do the dirty job in fighting against the undesired and their work is not done until the category of the Roma are either exterminated, absorbed into the majority or “repatriated” to India.   
6.4  CONCLUSIONS 
Without examining thoroughly the doctrine of the aforementioned far‐right movements and parties, they all rely heavily on the idea of monoculturalism in which the nation‐states form homogeneous islets that are surrounded by other homogeneous units. One nation or ethnic group (in Romanian, the word ‘naţie’ stands for both meanings) inhabits these islets where only one language is spoken and one god worshipped. According to this nationalistic ideology, any deviation from this rule is registered as an error of the system, “dirtiness” in Mary Douglas’s words. In Romania, it is the Roma people that are considered, at least on the Internet forums in question, the biggest threat to the realization of the “one country, one nation” fantasy. Although it would be an overt simplification of explaining the strong anti‐tsiganist sentiments solely by nationalistic aspirations, according to the commentators, the Romania of their fantasies is not possible without getting rid of the 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Roma. On the Internet, there are clamorous on‐going suggestions for different methods of getting rid of the Roma. Many of them are sick and imaginative plans for torturing and executing the Roma bodies in the most derogatory way possible. Others suggest that they can keep their lives but somewhere else, possibly in India, where the Roma have their origins. 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7 CONCLUSIONS   As the analysis of the comments collected from the three Romanian newspapers’ (Jurnalul Naţional, Evenimentul zilei and Adevărul) Internet forums has shown, there exist strong anti‐tsiganist sentiments, especially in comments that were left in response to articles covering negative pieces of news, like crimes committed by the Roma. Many of the comments can be considered as hate speech, a concept developed in international law and United States common law tradition that tries to define the limits for acceptable and inappropriate speech, hate speech being any form of communication that defames its subject due to his or her belonging to some ethnic, religious, linguistic or sexual orientation group (nonexhaustive list) and is thus seen as discriminatory and pernicious.   As discussed in Section 4, this is however highly difficult as the semantic meaning of communication cannot be straightforwardly derived from a symbol as the meaning of the message is always contextualized and “always in some ways out of control” (Butler 1997, 15). Thus, normative limits for acceptable speech run a great risk in being exposed to arbitrariness and politicized aspirations, which for instance in the Soviet Romania led to paranoid persecution of the “enemies of state.” Furthermore, curbing speech of some sort is a clear message that the particular utterance is a powerful weapon, which for some may work as an appeal of the forbidden fruit.  However, the Internet forum comments of today’s Romania show no trace of the secret police Securitate control and censorship and at least the Roma can be addressed with as injurious speech as possible – imagination of the commentators is the only limit. As the Roma display generally lower position in many socio‐economic fields like education and housing but their criminality is allegedly higher than that of the general population, many commentators were eager to find solutions to the Roma situation that they perceived supremely problematic. As the censorship policies of 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especially Evenimentul zilei and Adevărul were apparently non‐existing, many of the anti‐tsiganist comments contained extremely vulgar speech and torturous and scurrilous suggestions for what could be done to the Roma. Some of the comments, especially those with fantasies of turning the Roma into soap or pet food indicated that the commentators enjoyed gloating over the violent alternatives to get rid of the Roma. The arguments for banning hate speech see these kinds of utterances dangerous as they might lead to actual violence, as reportedly happened during the Rwandan genocide.  Two strategies for tackling the “Gypsy problem” emerged from the comments, both suggesting that the category of the Romanians needs to be clearly separated from that of the Roma. Section 5 dealt in more detail with the first group of proposals, where the commentators wanted to change the official Romanian designation of the Roma from 
romi to ţigani, which would make clear that the Roma belong to a different ethnic group than the Romanians, irrespective of the haphazard resemblance of the words ‘rom’ and ‘român’ (Romanian). The discussion on the name dispute is further culminated due to the high significance of the name of the country for the Romanians who widely want to affiliate themselves with the Ancient Romans and from whom the Romance language is a legacy. Seen in this light, many commentators considered the 
rom designation of the Roma especially insulting and problematic, many failing to understand that ‘rom’ originates from the Romani language and it is not adopted by the Roma as a deliberate nuisance for the Romanians.  The latter strategy discussed in Section 6, “final solutions,” fulfils the criterion of hate speech more evidently: messages of this group wished the category of the Roma to be totally exterminated or at least forcibly deported to some distant place, for instance to India, from where the Roma left wandering towards the West presumably in the turn of the first millennium. Many of the suggested solutions to the “Gypsy problem” were suggestive of the World War II horrors that were inflicted on the Jews, Roma, homosexuals and political dissidents in the notorious concentration camps. Although it is impossible to tell what were the underlying purposes of the commentators to 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fantasize over the extinction of the Roma, many references and pseudonym choices implied that the commentators favoured the Nazi measures to clean the Aryan race.  The Roma have lived in the Romanian lands for some 700 years now but it is worth reminding that categorizing them as something alien evolved mainly with the upsurge of the Romanian nationalism, starting from the 19th Century. The recent massive changes in the political and economic structure of the country have caused widespread insecurity and frustration among the Romanians as for many; the limited means are not enough for attaining the promised ends. This is undoubtedly a big reason for the rise of the extreme right forces that promise to rebuild the “system” by strengthening the values that are considered the foundation of a sound society, like Christian family value and pride over the nation in Romania. However, these attempts are highly exclusive as there are always “aliens” who cannot affiliate themselves with the national heroes or find it impossible to establish a “natural” nuclear family. Like Roma, they are prone to be perceived negatively failing to meet up the standards of a “good citizen.”  The clear juxtaposition between the Roma as “diabolic,” “dirty,” “uneducated” and “criminal” contrasted with the “good,” “clean,” “educated” and “honest” Romanians and the references to the pogroms that were present in many comments offers an attractive possibility to reflect the categorization in Mary Douglas’s analysis on dirt as an aberration of an orderly human‐devised system. With “(W)here there is dirt, there is system, ” (Douglas 2002, 44) Douglas means that by creating categories of “dirty” and “pure” people in fact produce impurity and dirtiness; the stricter the requirements are for what is considered clean, the more there are intruders from the impure world that threaten to shake the balance and destroy the system. On the Internet forums in question, it is the Roma who are considered “dirty” and “inappropriate elements” who rule out the fruition of the Romania of  amazing beauty, Nadia Comăneci and Mihai Eminescu. 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